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ABSTRACT

Modeling password distributions is a fundamental problem
in password security, benefiting the research and applications
on password guessing, password strength meters, honey pass-
word vaults, etc. As one of the best segment-based password
models, WordPCFG has been proposed to capture individual
semantic segments (called words) in passwords. However, we
find WordPCFG does not address well the ambiguity of pass-
word segmentation by maximum matching, leading to the un-
reasonable segmentation of many password and further the
inaccuracy of modeling password distributions. To address
the ambiguity, we improve WordPCFG by maximum proba-
bility segmentation with A*-like pruning algorithm. The ex-
perimental results show that the improved WordPCFG cracks
99.26%–99.95% passwords, with nearly 5.67%–18.01% im-
provement.

Index Terms— Password, probabilistic context-free
grammar, maximum probability segmentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Password, as one of the primary authentication methods, suf-
fers from guessing attacks and attracts many attentions on its
strength [1, 2]. An adversary should first guess the passwords
with high probabilities and then the low ones. This leads to
the fundamental problem of password security: “what is the
password distribution?” Several models have been proposed
to model password distributions, such as PCFG [3], Markov
[4], FLA [5], etc., and are further used in password appli-
cations, including password strength meters [6, 7], password
leakage detection [8, 9], and honey password vaults [10, 11].

Segment-based models, also known as PCFG-based mod-
els, may not be able to provide the best accuracy but the
best explainability on how users generate passwords, guid-
ing users to choose safer passwords. We mainly deal with
this type of model in this work. The models use probabilistic
context-free grammars (PCFGs) to capture password genera-
tion as the concatenation of several segments.

The first two authors contribute equally. Haibo Cheng and Ping Wang
are the corresponding authors.

Weir et al. [3] designed the first PCFG for passwords.
Their model only parses passwords based on character types,
for example, “password123!” is treated as the concatenation
of “password” (L8), “123” (D3), and “!” (S1). Rafael et al.
[12] improved PCFG by extracting English words from pass-
words with NLP techniques and English dictionaries. Chat-
terjee et al. [13] further used more dictionaries (e.g., includ-
ing keyboard patterns and dates). Cheng et al. [14] proposed
WordPCFG with bootstrap word-extraction techniques to ex-
tract individual semantic segments (called words) of pass-
words, which are much different from natural English words.

1.1. Our Contributions

We find that WordPCFG makes the model become ambiguous
by introducing word segments, e.g., “password” can be seg-
mented as “password” or “pass/word”. WordPCFG simply
uses maximum matching to segment passwords, leading to
unreasonable segmentation of many passwords, e.g., “villay-
outh” is segmented as “vil/layout/h” instead of “villa/youth”.
Meanwhile, the word dictionary of WordPCFG extracted
from a password corpus contains a large number of low-
frequency words, which makes the problem even worse.

We improve WordPCFG by figuring out the ambiguity in
a more reasonable approach — maximum probability seg-
mentation. More concretely, we parse a password accord-
ing to the partition with the highest probability. We say that
there are two challenges to implement the improvement: 1)
searching the segmentation space costs a lot of time; 2) in the
training phase, the segmentation algorithm needs the prob-
abilities but they are unknown at this time. To tackle the
first challenge, we use an A*-like pruning algorithm to re-
duce search space. For the second one, we design a two-
phase approach: 1) train an original WordPCFG with maxi-
mum matching; and further 2) train our improved WordPCFG
with maximum probability segmentation, where the probabil-
ities are calculated by the original one. Meanwhile, we cut
out the low-frequency words to reduce unreasonable words.
The experimental results show that on the task of password
guessing, our improved WordPCFG can crack 5.67%–18.01%
more passwords than the original PCFGs, demonstrating the
improved performance on modeling password distributions.IC
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2. BACKGROUNDS

2.1. Password Models

The security of passwords depends on password distribution.
Several password models have been proposed in different re-
search topics on password security, e.g., password guessing
[1, 2], password leakage detection [8, 9], password vaults
[10, 11]. Less precisely, password models can be divided into
two categories: segment-based and char-based. The former
(e.g., [3, 14]) divides a password into several individual seg-
ments, and assigns its probability to the product of the struc-
ture probability and the probability of each segment. The lat-
ter (e.g., [4, 5]) treats each char in a password as a state, di-
rectly models the transition probability of each char based on
the previous chars, and assigns the probability to the product
of the transition probability of each char.

Segment-based models naturally capture the process of
humans generating passwords, providing explainability on
how users generate passwords and bringing advice on safer
password generation. This work deals with this type of pass-
word models. And they usually leverage PCFGs to complete
the formalization, which is thus also called PCFG-based
models or PCFGs.

2.2. Existing PCFG-based models

Formally, a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) is de-
fined as a five-tuple G = (S,N,Σ, R, p): S is the start sym-
bol; N is the non-terminal set including S; Σ is the terminal
set; R is the production rule set where the rules are in the form
of X → str, X ∈ N, str ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗; p is the probability
density function on R, where

∑
str∈(N∪Σ)∗ p(X → str) = 1

for any X ∈ N . Naturally, PCFG defines the probability
distribution on the corresponding language (⊆ Σ∗): the prob-
ability of a string in the language is its probability of being
generated by the production rules.

Weir et al. [3] introduced PCFG to password models.
Their model (denoted as W-PCFG in this paper), divides a
password according to character types (letter, number, or
other). For example, “password123!” is generated by four
rules: S ← L8D3S1, L8 ← password, D3 ← 123, and
S1 ← !. W-PCFG does not consider semantics in passwords.
Further, Rafael et al. [12] extracted English words in pass-
words and constructed R-PCFG with NLP techniques. Chat-
terjee et al. [13] improved R-PCFG with more dictionaries of
dates, keyboard-pattern and etc., yielding C-PCFG. Cheng et
al. [14] used a bootstrap method to extract individual semantic
segments from passwords, getting many segments different
from natural language words (e.g., Jordon23 is marked as W8

instead of L6D2, 4ever is marked as W5 instead of D1L4),
and further proposed WordPCFG.

villayouth
(p≤1.0)

villa/youth
(p≤0.1)

current best

villay/outh
(p≤0.03)

vil/layouth
(p≤0.05)

villa/youth
(p=0.02)

…

villa/you/th
(p≤0.04)

villa/you/th
(p=0.01)

×

villay/o/uth
(p≤0.01) …

…

…

…

vil/layout/h
(p≤0.01)

vil/layout/h
(p=0.001) …

…

…

… …

…

Fig. 1: The search tree for “villayouth”.

3. OUR IMPROVED WORDPCFG

We first show the ambiguity of password segmentation in
WordPCFG, and then use maximum probability segmenta-
tion to address the ambiguity, yielding a better WordPCFG.

3.1. Ambiguity in WordPCFG

By introducing word segments, WordPCFG becomes ambigu-
ous, compared with unambiguous W-PCFG. More precisely,
in WordPCFG, a password may be segmented into different
schemes, e.g., “Jordon23” can be segmented as “Jordon23”
(W8) or “Jordon/23” (W6D2). Cheng et al. [14] uses maxi-
mum matching to address the ambiguity, i.e., segmenting the
longest word in the password first and doing the same recur-
sively for the remaining two ends. However, the segmenta-
tion algorithm is local greedy, leading to unreasonable seg-
mentation of many password, e.g., “villayouth” is segmented
as “vil/layout/h” instead of “villa/youth” (more examples are
given in Table 1).

3.2. Maximum probability segmentation

To handle the ambiguity, we propose the maximum probabil-
ity segmentation. The basic idea is to find the segmentation
scheme with the maximum probability, which usually leads to
the most reasonable segmentation. However, the space of all
possible segmentation schemes is exponentially sized, thus
directly traversing the space is not feasible. We propose an
A*-like pruning algorithm to narrow the search space.

The main idea of pruning is to 1) estimate the upper bound
of the probabilities of all possible schemes (leaves) in a sub-
space (subtree) and 2) prune the subtree if the upper bound is
less than the probability of the current best.

We give an example “villayouth” to illustrate our algo-
rithm. As in Fig. 1, the current best is “villa/youth” with the
probability 0.02, meanwhile in the subtree of “villay/o/uth”,
none scheme has a probability greater than 0.01. Thus the
subtree can be pruned. Here, x/Y represents the space {x/y |
y is a segmentation scheme for Y }. The upper bound is esti-
mated by Pr(L6 ← villay) Pr(L1 ← o)maxT∈L6L1∗
Pr(S ← T ), where L6L1∗ represents the space of strings
prefixed by L6L1.
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The calculation of maxT∈L6L1∗ Pr(S ← T ) can be done
within O(1) time complexity by a pre-computed prefix tree
recording the maximum probability for each prefix. We also
construct another prefix tree of all the extracted words to
speed up the decision on if a substring is a valid word. To
further speed up the search, we first expand the subtree x/Y
with the longest x. Since a reasonable segmentation scheme
generally does not consist of too many segments, this tech-
nique helps the algorithm get better schemes earlier in the run
and thus trigger the pruning more frequently.

3.3. Training

In the training phrase, the maximum probability segmenta-
tion algorithm needs the probabilities of each rules, but the
probabilities are counted by the segmentation. To address the
problem, we propose a bootstrap training with two phases.
In phase 1, we first extract words from the password dataset
and use maximum matching to train the original WordPCFG.
During this phase, some unreasonable schemes may occur in
the segmentation, but most of the words still get a reason-
able estimation of their frequency. In phase 2, we parse the
passwords with our maximum probability segmentation al-
gorithm and use this new segmentation result to train a new
model. In this phase, the probabilities provided to the seg-
mentation algorithm are from the original WordPCFG. Phase
2 is necessary because it naturally reduces the influence of
unreasonable segmentation schemes from phase 1. At last,
we cut out the low-frequency words (less than 2) to further
reduce the probability of overfitting. We note that word filter-
ing could benefit the speed of the segmentation algorithm as
fewer words are handled.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Password Datasets

To present a fair comparison with the original WordPCFG,
we use the same password datasets in the experiments, in-
cluding Rockyou, 000Webhost, Clixsense, CSDN, Dodonew,
and Duowan. These datasets have been leaked and public for
years. As previous studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 15] in password secu-
rity, we only use passwords in the datasets and do not lever-
age other information, e.g., personal information. This usage
is ethical, since users will not be further harmed but may get
better password protection from the research.

The six datasets are from various services, including so-
cial networks, web hosting, online surveys, developer com-
munity and games. The first three are for English-speaking
users, and the others are for Chinese users. The datasets con-
tain a total of 77.7 million accounts. For detailed statistics,
please refer to [14]. The diversity of the datasets benefits the
soundness and reliability of the experimental results.

password1
gasmaker
my2007
...

Passwords

password
smake
gas
maker
my
my200
...

Words

Original 
WordPCFG

password/1
ga/smake/r
my200/7
...

Segmentations

 WordPCFG
with words of low 

frequency

password/1
gas/maker
my/2007
...

Segmentations

 segment by 
maximum matching

 segment by 
maximum 
probability

Our WordPCFG

extract

train

train

cut out low-frequency words

segmentation 
probabilities

Fig. 2: The training process for Our WordPCFG

Table 1: Different segmentation examples: our WordPCFG
and original WordPCFG

Password Our WordPCFG Original WordPCFG
weblogic1982 web/logic/1982 weblog/ic1982
my2007 my/2007 my200/7
ironearth680 iron/earth/680 ir/onearth/680
CarolineUS715 Carol/ine/US/715 Ca/roline/US7/15
196691 1966/91 19669/1
chemicalstudent chemical/student chemicals/tuden/t
beans+1bugs beans/+1/bugs beans/+/1bug/s
clixbbaa11 clix/bbaa/11 clixb/baa1/1
gasmaker gas/maker ga/smake/r
19mira635 19/mira/635 19mi/ra63/5

4.2. Performance on Segmentation

We first compare the performance between maximum prob-
ability segmentation and maximum matching segmentation.
Table 1 presents some typical examples that differ between
these two algorithms. Take the password “ironearth680”
as an example, it can be naturally split into three segments
“iron/earth/680”, which is the same with the maximum prob-
ability segmentation. As “onearth” is also an extracted word,
maximum matching will first separate it from the password,
then the part “ir” is a dead end. This unreasonable seg-
mentation will severely underestimate the probability of
“ironearth680”. Maximum probability segmentation avoids
this problem by considering all segments comprehensively
and thus significantly improves the quality of segmentation.
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Fig. 3: The performance of WordPCFGs for password guessing attack

Table 2: Cracked proportions under the given guess numbers

Dataset Model 104 1010 1018 Final
Our WordPCFG 21.60% 85.74% 99.62% 99.95%

Rockyou Original WordPCFG 22.14% 82.30% 94.42% 94.59%
W-PCFG 21.67% 72.85% 76.18% 76.23%
Our WordPCFG 6.42% 45.50% 91.13% 99.26%

000Webhost Original WordPCFG 7.23% 41.52% 77.46% 84.11%
W-PCFG 4.72% 44.68% 61.43% 62.53%
Our WordPCFG 12.46% 69.92% 98.38% 99.86%

Clixsense Original WordPCFG 13.23% 60.58% 86.45% 87.74%
W-PCFG 12.80% 46.62% 50.42% 50.45%
Our WordPCFG 23.25% 68.50% 99.33% 99.93%

CSDN Original WordPCFG 23.55% 61.83% 87.26% 88.07%
W-PCFG 22.69% 51.12% 55.68% 55.72%
Our WordPCFG 13.29% 77.15% 99.68% 99.87%

Dodonew Original WordPCFG 13.03% 69.62% 90.01% 90.20%
W-PCFG 12.14% 61.61% 64.91% 64.94%
Our WordPCFG 18.50% 78.36% 99.48% 99.88%

Duowan Original WordPCFG 19.70% 70.19% 88.44% 88.91%
W-PCFG 19.98% 52.17% 55.00% 55.01%

4.3. Performance on Password Guessing

Password guessing attack is a practical approach to reflect
the model accuracy and provides an objective metric to make
comparisons among different models. We compare our im-
proved WordPCFG with the original WordPCFG [14] and W-
PCFG [3]. As in [14], each dataset is randomly divided into
two halves for training and testing, respectively.

The guessing results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2.
For small guessing numbers (< 108), the numbers of cracked
passwords under the three models are basically the same; but

for larger guessing numbers (> 1012), our improved Word-
PCFG performs significantly better than the original Word-
PCFG, proving that maximum probability segmentation and
two-phase training are effective to WordPCFG. It is worth
noticing that we successfully push PCFG-based models to a
nearly 100% cracking rate, which is the best performance in
the research line.

5. CONCLUSION

We improve WordPCFG by maximum probability segmenta-
tion to handle the ambiguity in password segmentation. The
new WordPCFG is able to parse passwords more appropri-
ately and perform better on password guessing. With better
accuracy on modeling password distributions, our model may
bring benefit to the research line of password security and
real-world password applications.
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